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Hello Everyone, welcome to the first newsletter for 2019
We hope you have all enjoyed the first part of the year, especially the Easter break. Autumn is finally
here, on the warmer days, there is still time to wander around the garden and appreciate the beauty
of the autumn colours and flowers With the cold nights we are experiencing now, it’s time to finalise
your preparations for winter to make sure you stay happy and healthy over the coming months.
Coming events in May, June and July:
We have several exciting events over the next three months, starting with our Psychic/Mediums
Festival on Saturday, May 4 at MEAC in Mooroopna. There will lots of fascinating things to do and see,
including a range of mediums there to give private readings (for a fee), as well as healing sessions (gold
coin donation), psychic art, sale of crystals, books and other items of interest to those on the spiritual
path. The entry fee is $5 (children under 12 are free). There will be a BBQ and tea/coffee and a slice, all
at a reasonable cost. Please come and join us and plan to spend a while there between 10am and 4pm.
We have three workshops in June and July; for all of these, bookings are essential: please
contact Di or Lesley, details below.
First workshop is the Psychic art workshop with intuitive artist and teacher, Merle Tait on
June 22nd, 1pm to 4pm. A time to explore your creativity and get in touch with your intuition
in a very powerful way, (even for those who can’t draw!). Art materials and afternoon tea
provided.
Next is our Sensing the Paranormal workshop in early July, details to be confirmed
Finally, David Donahoo will be here on 27th of July to give another workshop (last year’s one on
“Connecting with your angels” was really interesting and very informative). He will be the visiting
medium at the service the next day (28th of July).
Other special dates later in the year to put into your diaries:
10th August, Hoedown afternoon tea
14th September, workshop, further details in the next newsletter
25th to 27th October, Rhys Wynn Davies, demonstration night, workshop, service medium
10th November, our annual Psychic High Tea, always a very popular event
23rd and 24th November, Leeanne Rollinson, trance workshop and service medium
Centre service days to the end of June:
Sunday May 26th, Rev. Troy Clayton and students
Sunday June 30th, Marie Lutzoff
If you would like to join our Sensing Spirit Class or our Healing class, please ring Di or Lesley to have a
chat. These classes are held alternately on Monday nights.
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Bonnie and Cheryl gave excellent platform readings at the March Centre day
Editorial musings:
A friend at the Centre introduced me recently to the Angel Feather Oracle card deck developed by
Michelle Newton, a very interesting and inspirational tool for spiritual guidance. I was fascinated by
the thought of angels communicating with us on the earthly plane in this way. Within a few days I
began to notice the occasional pristine feather that materialised near my path as I wandered through
the garden. Of course, you can dismiss these feathers as purely accidental and meaningless objects, no
matter how pretty they are, but if you are open to interpreting them as a message from your angel, it
can open up a world of excitement and support for you.
The first feather I found was a beautiful bright yellow crest feather from a cockatoo, (the first one I had
seen after years of living on a rural block) which Michelle’s guide book says means positive thinking. I
took this as a sign from my angel to say that I should think positively about the current issue I was
dealing with in my life. That feeling that they were there to support me reduced my stress levels in an
instant! The next feather I found was a lovely soft brown one, touched with grey. When I looked up the
meaning of those colours in the book, neither of the messages ‘spoke’ to me but when I held the
feather gently in my hand and asked my angel ‘what does this mean’ I got an immediate response –
comfort and protection, we are with you. Try this for yourself the next time you find an angel feather
in your path and see what answer you get.
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